Year 5 Learning from Home Matrix
Week 3 Term 2, 2020
WEEK 3

LEARNING
INTENTIONS

Session 1
9 to 10am

Session 2
10 to 11am

Session 3
11.30am to 12.30pm

Session 4
1.30 to 2.30pm

Session 5
2.30 to 3.30pm

READING

WRITING

MATHS

WALKER LEARNING

SNACKS 11 to 11.30am

LUNCH 12.30 to 1.30pm

SPELLING/CRAF
T ACTIVITIES

We are learning about
persuasive writing.

PLACE VALUE
We are learning about addition.

We are learning about
energy.

We are learning
about difficult
words.
Grammar
We are learning
about
punctuation

We are learning to infer.

APPLIED MATHS
We are learning about
perimeter.

MONDAY

Read to self - 30
minutes.
Draw 5 thoughts
bubbles and write
what the main
characters might be
thinking at different
stages in the story.
Text: The Most
Magnificent Thing -

Plural nouns
Watch this clip on
spelling rules for
making words plural
Write the following as
plural nouns and then
write each word in a
sentence.
1. toy
2. beach
3. party

Place Value Activity:
Watch this clip on using the
jump strategy
Use the jump strategy to
solve the following sums
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

17+38=
29+14=
75+35=
49+76=
84+36=

Watch the following
video ‘Energy”
https://vimeo.com/7492
6420
Rewatch the video and
take notes about the
main ideas.
Look up the keywords
and complete the It’s
All About Energy

Singular and
plural nouns
https://www.spellz
one.com/word_list
s/list-3026.htm

Play the game
Spelling games:
Plurals S, IES, ES
What was your
score? Record
this.

Ashley Spires

TUESDAY

Read to self - 30
minutes.
Text: Here Comes the
Garbage Barge
Write 5 questions or
more to ask someone
on Google classroom
if they have listened
to the story carefully.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

fox
fairy
wish
boat
child
leaf
knife

Persuasive writing
Topic: Choose 1 topic
from “Term 2 Week 3
Persuasive Writing
Stimulus”
You are to write a
persuasive on the topic
of your choice.
Make sure you clearly
state your opinion, and
plan your writing
(using the persuasive
planner).
Your persuasive paragraphs
should have:
T - Topic sentence
State your main point

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

82+12=
91+17=
97+23=
94+19=
87+19=

Place Value Activity:
Complete the following
worded problems in your
learning from home booklet.
Use either the jump or split
strategy to help solve the
problem.
1.

Jean had 67 rolls of
toilet paper and Mike
had 19. Find the total.
2. Robert had 24 cans of
tuna at home, he
bought 47 more. How
many cans of tuna
does Robert now
have?
3. Lola counted 92

Worksheet (on google
classroom).

Create a word
find for you
siblings or
parents to find!

Saving Energy

Pick a specialist
activity to do.

Think of some ways
that we could save
energy at home or at
school.
Write these ideas into
your learning from
home exercise book.
Use the internet to
research some other
ways to save energy
and write them into
your exercise book.

E - Explain/Evidence
Can you use facts to back up
your main point?
E - Evaluate
How does the evidence
support your main point?
L - Link
Link this point to the next
paragraph.

WEDNESDAY

Read to self - 30
minutes.
Write a paragraph
trying to convince
someone to read the
book that you are
currently reading.
Remember to use

Editing
Using a red pen or
pencil, edit your
persuasive piece.
Ensure you have:
●

●

bottles of sanitiser on
the shelf. Roy added 18
more. How many cans
of sanitiser are on the
shelf?

Place Value Activity:
Fill in the missing number in
these number patterns:

1.
circled
misspelled
4835, 4935,............, 5135,.....
words
edited for capital 2.
letters (starts of

Saving energy
Using the information
about saving energy
that you found
yesterday, create a
poster about saving
energy.
You could do this on
paper or using your
computer.

Pick a specialist
activity to do.

persuasive language.
●

THURSDAY

Read to self - 30
minutes.
Pick a character from
the book that you are
currently reading.
Which characters in
the story would you
most like to be?
Explain your answer
and draw a picture of
how you will look like
if you are that
character.

sentences and
proper nouns)
added in full
stops, commas
and correct
punctuation.

Publishing

5164, 6164,............., 8164……….,
3.
685, 690,.....,........., 705,.......

Applied Maths Activity:

Watch this clip on perimeter
Rewrite a good copy of of irregular shapes
your persuasive piece
on paper, using Google Solve the perimeter for the
Docs, Microsoft Word
irregular shapes below:
or Bookcreator. Submit
your published piece of
work to your teacher
on Google Classroom.

Your poster will need to
include:
-A fact (from a website
or book)
-A reason why we need
to take action
-Pictures / drawings /
diagrams
-Ways that you can
help to save energy
Unpacking our
Learning Intentions
Learning Intention
1: Investigate various
energy sources and
how they are
transferred and used.
Write the learning
intention into your
working from home
exercise book.
Highlight the
keywords. Look up the
meaning of these
words and record them
in your book. Find
synonyms for these

Pick a specialist
activity to do.

words and then rewrite the learning
intention into words
that you understand.
Share your re-written
learning intention with
your class on Google
Classroom.

FRIDAY

Read to self - 30
minutes.
Text: Turning Food
Scraps into energy.
Write down at least 5
interesting facts or
more that you have
found from this text.

Writer’s Notebook

Applied Maths Activity:

Choose a seed and
genre to write.

Find 3 irregular shapes in
your home and measure the
perimeter of these shapes.
Record your shapes and
work out in your home
learning book.

You may like to create
a seed with one of
these ANZAC stories
https://www.abc.net.au
/btn/classroom/thegallipoli-story/10526742
The below link is great.
https://www.abc.net.au
/btn/anzac-dayspecial/12133092

Extra:
Complete 30 minutes of
studyladder.

Watch the latest BTN
episode.
Share with your family
something that you
found interesting.

Pick a specialist
activity to do.

